HOW ARE WE KEEPING
DTI SAFE?
Most COVID restrictions are lifting in England from Monday 19th July. Please check out the NYA (national youth agency) website if you
would like more information.
We want to do everything we can to keep DTI safe for all young people, youth leaders and DTI team and so we will still have COVID safe
measures in place (especially when inside).
DTI will be running at approx. 50% capacity
Aswell as you and your youth groups, all DTI team will be required to have a negative lateral ﬂow test before arriving on site for both
DTI A & B.
Good hand hygiene will be encouraged and we will have hand sanitising stations across the site.
ALL delegates will be required to hand sanitise on the way in / out of main meetings and when collecting food.
Young people will be in bubbles for ALL indoor activities. For the vast majority, a bubble will be one youth group. Some larger youth
groups may need to split into smaller groups (we will get in touch with you about this). Several smaller youth groups can also gather
together to make one bigger bubble (of approx. 30 young people). Please get in touch if we can help you with this.
All young people and leaders must take a lateral ﬂow test on the morning of departure (not the night before). We will need evidence of
this. We will provide you with the required document to hand in on registration.
Bubbles are able to travel together on transport with face coverings but social distancing is not required. On arrival at the university you
will be directed to your accommodation. The university will allocate bubbles separate toilets / showers. There is some indoor space
where young people can interact but we would encourage youth groups to bring an outside gazeebo for young people to hang out in (this
will help to minimise transmission and reduce the risk of isolation). You will be given breakfast times on arrival.
You will need to think about how you are travelling from the Uni to Trent. It is a 30 min walk or a 5 min tram ride away. We want to
encourage you to use your own transport / walk because it will limit crowding on the trams and reduce the possible transmission of
covid from the public to your bubble.
On arrival at Trent, each group will be in allocated seats in bubbles. Our main meetings will be in a well ventilated auditorium and we will
require everyone to wear a face covering (unless medically exempt).
We will be singing our hearts out in worship and prayer ministry will almost exclusively be in bubbles.
We ask young people/leaders to refrain from roaming around the room and mixing with other people. Young people will be able to use the
toilet facilities but please encourage them not to congregate. Our team will help with this. Everyone will need to stay in their seats for
the duration of the main meeting.
Lunch and dinner will be provided (if your group has purchased a full works ticket) and you will be able to sit down inside our giant side
less big top to eat. Young people and youth leaders will be able to interact with others outside their bubble if they would like to. The café
and merch store will be open during meal times.
You will be required to leave the site after lunch and head to your afternoon activities (this is to minimise transmission and to allow time
for bubbles to spend together). Some bubbles will also go out on the big serve. We’ll allocate your group an activity for both days. This
will be included in the ticket cost.
As everyone will be oﬀ-site during the afternoons, seminars will not be going ahead in person BUT we will be releasing the content over
the summer so youth groups can engage with it locally. You will have free time in the afternoon to hang out with your group. The university has amazing grounds to explore and we encourage you to bring a gazeebo with you to hang out under.

After the evening meeting, the afterhours programme will kick in. Young people will be able to hang out together outside. They can buy
stuﬀ from the café, play sports or be part of whatever is going on in the big top (silent disco, quiz, acoustic night etc). They can also join
in with late night worship. At 10.30PM (or earlier if your bubble would like to), you will need to leave the site and return to the accommodation.
On departure from the accommodation, you can either take your bags with you (in your transport), or leave them for pick up at the uni
after lunch on the last day. You will not be able to leave bags at Trent.
Everyone will need to do a lateral ﬂow test on their return home.
If someone becomes ill on-site with COVID symptoms (high temp, cough, loss of taste or smell). They need to isolate and get a PCR test.
If it is positive they will need to go home. Parents / guardians will need to collect the young person. The rest of the bubble will need to
take a lateral ﬂow test (we have these on site if needed). If the rest of the group are negative they can continue, if anyone else is positive
they need to isolate and be collected too. If a youth leader tests positive and them going home means that the 1:6 ratio of leaders to
young people in that bubble cannot be kept, then the whole group will need to go home.

